SPECIAL ORDER NO. 39
Series of 1994

In the interest of the service and in connection with this year’s celebration of the EDSA Anniversary, the following POEA employees are hereby directed to provide assistance in the conduct of the different POEA activities on February 25, 1994:

1. Ma. Rita Marbella
2. Edna Marie Talabucon
3. Rosa Mangila
4. Rosalina Rosales
5. Janet Garcia
6. Maribel Benito
7. Jeaneth Marisma
8. Angelina Polintan
9. Luz Javier
10. Andrew Novilla
11. Roweno Dolloro
12. Benito BERMILLO
13. Gloria Dela Fuente
14. Minerva Narciso
15. Ma. Carmela Correa
16. Ofelia Briones

For strict compliance.

FELICISIMO G. JOSUN, JR.
Administrator

24 February 1994